Publisher’s Welcome

Greetings and welcome to Tambuli Media, publisher of quality books on mind-body health and martial arts presented in their cultural context. Although Tambuli Media is still new (founded in 2013), I have 25 years’ experience in trade paperback, magazine, direct response and new media publishing. I bring this background, along with my passion for writing, book development and publishing into every Tambuli project. I work personally with every author to develop their work to its fullest, and with our designer to create the nicest interiors for the content to shine.

People always ask about the meaning of Tambuli. Well, it’s the name of a native instrument in the Philippines fashioned from the horn of a carabao. The tambuli was blown and its sound signaled to villagers that a meeting with village elders was to be in session, or to announce the news of the day. It is hoped that Tambuli Media publications will “bring people together and disseminate the knowledge” to many.

Our Vision is to see quality books once again playing an integral role in the lives of people who pursue a journey of personal development, through the documentation and transmission of traditional knowledge of mind-body cultures.

Our Mission is to partner with the most knowledgeable subject-matter experts to bring you the highest quality books on important topics of health and martial arts that are in-depth, well-written, clearly illustrated and comprehensive in nature.

I welcome questions, comments and suggestions. I love what I do and support our books and our authors in every way I can.

Thanks for stocking our books!

— Dr. Mark Wiley
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Traditional Chinese culture rests upon the shoulders of three great sages, Confucius, the Buddha, and Lao Tzu. YIN is the story of the latter, the most mysterious and least known of the heavenly trio, and his quest for a soul mate, a quest answered by a tortoise, a Galápagos giant to be precise, brought to him, as a tiny baby, from across the great Pacific.

A work of magical realism in the vein of Gabriel García Márquez and David Mitchell, YIN chronicles the efforts of the great sage to create the woman of his dreams. It is a novel of idealism, frustration, persistence, unimaginable endurance, failure, tragedy, and triumph. Set alternately in current China’s era of economic marvels and social change, and in the formative, ancient dynasty during which the seeds of today’s great nation were sown, YIN entrances and enchants as a love story for the ages, yet also mines an ancient philosophy to offer readers both a different way of thinking and of looking at the world, and a recipe for social and environmental change.

Questioning the speed-and-greed consumerism of the USA, and challenging China to come back to its roots, it will be the first literary novel to be simultaneously published in both countries on November 1, 2015.

Yunrou is a Taoist monk born in America and ordained in China. The recipient of numerous honors and awards, he hosted the hit national public television show Longevity Tai Chi, is a highly respected martial arts master, teacher, and the author of more than a dozen critically acclaimed works of fiction and non-fiction. The launch of this novel—which is different in tone and concept from anything else that he’s done—will be the first under his Taoist name.
During the Ryukyu Kingdom of the 1600s the indigenous martial arts of Okinawa were blended with the fighting arts of Fujian, China, to formulate the birth of what would become the globally popular martial art known as Okinawan Karate. There were no tournaments, no politics, and no nonsense; only hard men that sacrificed time, sleep, and comfort to toughen their bodies and strengthen their spirit in pursuit of improving their odds at protecting themselves and their loved ones.

Chanpuru: Reflections and Lessons from the Dojo offers glimpses into the old ways of karate through the personal journey of Garry Parker, a modern day sensei, who learned traditional karate the old way on Okinawa. Parker invites the reader to come along on his journey to see how he gained entrance into a rapidly disappearing society of authentic Okinawan martial art traditions. A tradition honed for a century before air-conditioned schools, colored belts. To offer deep insights into the many topics of karate, Chanpuru is divided into three parts. Part 1 is autobiographical, highlighting the reflections of Parker’s personal journey in karate. Part 2 is filled with essays on topics relevant to the study and practice of karate, including lessons learned, advice, the author’s personal thoughts and stories, and little nuggets of wisdom he’s picked up along the way. Part 3 is dedicated to the legacy of the author’s teacher, Takamiyagi Hiroshi, the founder of Goshukan-ryu, and pioneer of Wu Zhu Quan (Five Ancestor Boxing) on Okinawa. An exclusive interview, along with rare photos from Takamiyagi’s personal collection, complete the book.

Garry Parker was born in Columbus, Georgia, and began training in Kodokan Judo in high school. After graduation, he enlisted in the United States Air Force, and was stationed at Kadena Air Base, Okinawa. Shortly after arrival in Okinawa, Parker enrolled in the Hamagawa Dojo, where he learned under the watchful eye of Takamiyagi Hiroshi, Hanshi. After separation from the Air Force, he was granted a visa and continued to live and train in Okinawa until 1996, when he moved back to Georgia. Parker received authorization to teach Goshukan-ryu in America, and opened the first branch Okinawa Goshukan-ryu Dojo outside of Okinawa in 1999.
Dr. Mark Wiley has spent decades researching and mastering natural wellness practices around the world. He’s taken those techniques and pioneered a powerful, integrated mind/body approach to arthritis relief and prevention. Simply put, mainstream medicine fails to eradicate our everyday pains, illnesses and diseases. It fails because it is passive and reactionary and thus it is unable to prevent you from experiencing chronic health conditions. The important thing is to see and know that the solution to your daily suffering is grounded in a five-part process called, the *Arthritis Relief Action Plan:*

Part 1: Educate yourself about the real causes and solutions of arthritis
Part 2: Reduce the current level of symptoms you are experiencing
Part 3: Halt or significantly reduce the worsening of your condition
Part 4: Prevent the symptoms from flaring to improve your quality of life
Part 5: Regenerate healthy tissue to reverse the damage done

In the pages of *Arthritis Reversed,* Dr. Wiley shows you how to determine the underlying—and sometimes hidden—causes of your arthritic symptoms. These are actually obvious root causes and contributors that are only “hidden” because you have not (yet) been taught to look for and identify them. Dr. Wiley shows you how to do this and then how to use that knowledge to reduce your pain and halt or slow the progression of the condition, typically within 30 to 90 days.

**Dr. Mark Wiley** is an internationally renowned mind-body health practitioner, author, speaker and teacher. He holds doctorates in both Oriental and alternative medicine, a masters in health care management, has done research in eight countries and has developed a model of health and wellness grounded in a self-directed, self-cure approach.
Internal Elixir Cultivation

Thousands of years ago Chinese sages learned how to hack into the human nervous system for a lifetime of greater health, happiness and wisdom. In our time, global scholar and tea merchant Robert James Coons has devoted his life to rediscovering and mastering the ancients’ most profound achievement – traditional Daoist meditation and internal elixir cultivation practices.

**Internal Elixir Cultivation** cuts through cultural obscurity and cult secrecy to bring to the West the effortless essence of one of the world’s most powerful wellness practices. Successful meditation begins and ends with simply paying attention to your breathing.

Coons translates and explains core concepts from the writings of the great teachers. After an easy-to-follow introduction to Qi, the reader is taught clear techniques to develop and circulate human energy via meditation. Most manuals stop there, but **Daoist Meditation** goes on to guide you step-by-step to the summit, the ultimate esoteric achievement — how to produce Daoism’s legendary “Internal Elixir.”

**Daoist Meditation** is a revelation for those who have wanted to meditate but were put off by New Age phonies or certain practitioners’ confusing jargon. This break-through book takes you to the highest-possible level of practice. Prepare for how easy it really is to revolutionize your life.

**Robert James Coons** began his study of Daoism and Chinese culture at the early age of eight. Throughout his childhood he studied Oriental martial arts and always maintained a passion for the study of ideas coming from other cultures and times in history. On suggestion of his teacher, Robert went to China in search of a new perspective on martial arts. Robert currently resides between Canada, where he runs a tea business and meditation club, and Henan China, where he operates an English school and studies Chinese arts and culture.
Expressing gratitude, remembering moments where you felt gratitude, and recalling what you are grateful for empowers you toward a happier life with stronger interpersonal relationships. Journaling about gratitude is an important tool for growing spiritually and emotionally as it helps you remember to be grateful throughout your day. Through acknowledging your blessings and reflecting on all that you are grateful for you will come to lead a happier and more fulfilling life.

*My Gratitude Journal* is designed to cover three years, from the day you begin using it. It is a “user friendly” tool that helps you not only reflect on each day and acknowledge what you are grateful for but also allows you to reflect over the past years so you can see how you have grown and changed. There is a space for you to journal each day, and also to reflect on the same day years past. The journal also helps you remember less obvious things to be grateful for through the use of the unique icons displayed on each page.

Each month begins with a gratitude quote to inspire. You can start at any time during the year and just move forward from there, putting the year in the provided blank. If you miss a day on a given year, just leave that entry blank and move on.

Embrace a healthy mental lifestyle of love, light and gratitude. Let *My Gratitude Journal* be your partner.

**Kellie Bach** has been a statistician for over 20 years and for the past 12 years has been the owner and lead statistician at Analytic Solutions. Over a decade ago she was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, which led to deep reflection and positive growth in her life. The diagnosis gave Kellie the motivation to become a certified health coach, substantially cleaning up her family’s diet, and allowing her to help many others manage various health conditions and emotional struggles. Through her own process of recovery, Kellie developed a much deeper spiritual practice which has had a huge impact on slowing the progression of MS while enriching her and her family’s lives in the process. Journaling about gratitude, she believes, is one of the cornerstones of her recovery and quality of life. She lives in suburban Philadelphia with her twin daughters and their pets.
Eskrima stick fighting is indigenous to the Philippines and in the 1950s one of the most popular styles emerged: Balintawak. To appreciate Anciong Bacon's Balintawak Eskrima, you have to understand set-ups, anticipation, the art of outwitting through ruses and lures; economy and simplification of motion, sans lavish and squandered movements; effective strikes fused and bonded with speed, power, elegance and grace. That is the essence of Anciong's Balintawak and these are the methods Sam Buot explains and demonstrates in this book.

Written from the author’s half-century of personal experience and hard-earned knowledge, Balintawak Eskrima presents the art from origin to modern times, as a fighting art, as cultural tradition and a means of personal development. Illustrated with nearly 700 historical and instructional photographs, this book is a must-have for all martial artists and those interested in the history of a people and their fight art.

Grandmaster Sam Buot is the eldest surviving student of Anciong Bacon’s original Balintawak Eskrima group from Cebu, Philippines. He is a true enthusiast of Filipino martial arts and has served as an unofficial historian of the Balintawak style, having studied under the tutelage of Grandmaster Venancio Bacon, Jose Villasin, Teofilo Velez and Teddy Buot since the late 1950s. At 79, Sam is now retired and teaches eskrima in his backyard in Phoenix, Arizona.

“This book is a treasure trove of knowledge and a book which will be considered one of the best, if not the best, book on Balintawak.”
—FMA Informative

“Sam Buot’s techniques and knowledge are direct from the masters. If there is anyone who can teach them to the world, it is Atty. Sam Buot.”
—GM Bobby Taboada

“Sam Buot takes the reader on a journey into the belly of Balintawak. His narrative style is honest and compelling. One of my favorite FMA books!”
—Dr. Mark V. Wiley

“Tambuli Media has once again facilitated getting one of the foremost authorities on FMA, Sam Buot Sr., to sit down and write a comprehensive text… This is arguably one of the more important treatise Tambuli has published.”
—The Ground Never Misses
The only trouble with Filipino martial arts’ worldwide popularity is commercialism. Too often clubs water-down or pad curriculums, trying to please students but also dangerously blurring the original arts’ intended uses. When applying Eskrima for street defense—as opposed to physical training or sport competition—simplicity is the key to survival. *Eskrima Street Defense* exposes all the gritty basics which reliably counter sudden violence in public places.

To ensure you can prevail against armed and unarmed assailants and multiple attackers, Bong Abenir reveals dozens of practical self-defense techniques in six major categories:

- Hand vs. Hand
- Knife vs. Knife
- Hand vs. Knife
- Bolo vs. Bolo
- Hand vs. Bolo
- Improvised Weapons

Starting with easy ways to stay aware of your surroundings in areas where attacks commonly occur, these proven fighting techniques are backed up with guiding principles necessary for success, as well as detailed explanations of the body’s most vulnerable striking points, and specific rules for common-sense self-defense.

Fernando “Bong” Abenir is a Filipino martial arts instructor based in Manila, Philippines. In 2001 he began merging eskrima, silat, yaw-yan and kuntao systems through personal experience in live weapon sparring, personal street defense altercations, and trial-and-error to develop Abenir Kalis Filipino Fighting Art. He has written for *Rapid Journal*, is currently a regular contributor to the *Manila Times*, and appears on numerous TV sports and morning shows in the Philippines. Bong Abenir conducts seminars internationally and was invited to teach the Special Action Force of the Philippine National Police.
This Teachers’ Training Handbook is prepared and designed for the use of current, prospective, and aspiring Filipino Martial Arts teachers and practitioners. This handbook deals exclusively with the foundation of Arnis de Mano and how it should be taught in order for the student to understand the underlying principles of every technique and maneuver. There are no “advance” techniques in this handbook. The authors do not believe in advance techniques. What others call advance techniques the authors call basic techniques performed in a superior manner. In order to perform the maneuvers in a superior manner, the aspect of MIBOME must be factored in a “simple reaction.”

Martial arts are similar to constructing a building. You always start from the bottom. The bigger and taller the building the wider and sturdier the foundation must be. There should be more piles driven and they should be driven deeper to make a solid foundation and hold the weight of the building. The rationale is, the stronger and sturdier the foundation the stronger and the more effective the technique will be.

This handbook will help the current, prospective, and aspiring martial arts teacher or practitioner learn and understand the concepts of effective teaching and learning. The material is systematically arranged, as to make the student aware of each technique’s specific application in the overall scheme of things. For the most efficient learning process, each technique was broken down into elements and minute skills. Stick fighting is a complex skill. In learning a complex skill, one must begin with a framework towards a goal, with complete and thorough understanding of the principles involved in each movement.
In the art of Eskrima, few names resound like the late Edgar Sulite’s. This young man from the Philippines sought out numerous masters, tested his skill in challenge matches, and developed a system called LAMECO (an acronym for Largo, Medio, Corto; the 3 fighting ranges of Eskrima). In this unique book, Sulite’s “backyard” student and close friend Guro David E. Gould recounts the life, the art and the legend of Punong Guro Edgar G. Sulite and his Lameco Eskrima system.

Broke down into 10 distinct chapters, *Lameco Eskrima: The Legacy of Edgar G. Sulite*, shows the evolution of a fighter and his art, from the early years of training in Tacloban City and Ozamis City, with legendary masters to the founding of Lameco Eskrima and Sulite’s meeting in Manila of such notable figures as Christopher Ricketts, Tony Diego and Tatang Ilustrisimo. Chapter 4 discusses the writing of Sulite’s three classic books, his world tour and challenge matches. This is followed by chapters on Sulite’s relocation to Los Angeles, the spread of his art internationally, and his invitation-only backyard class. The late Punong Guro used to say that one must try their best to get a collective understanding, a complete image of a person by looking into all available sources. This book, and these last chapters, provides such insights and exposure found nowhere else.

David E. Gould is best known for his association with Punong Guro Edgar G. Sulite and the Lameco Eskrima System. He was the last Instructor certified by Sulite and is one of the recognized Standard Bearers of the System appointed directly by Edgar Sulite in 1996. As well as being a long time private student of Sulite, Gould was also one of 25 exclusive handpicked members of PG Sulite’s private “backyard” invitation only group which later became known as the “Sulite Orehenal Group”. David E. Gould has conducted hundreds of Lameco Eskrima Seminars in numerous countries around the world and also teaches Elite Military and Law Enforcement.

“As the founder of the Lameco style, Edgar Sulite’s name and memory shall forever be remembered for all lifetimes. Here is one person who has shown unequaled, exemplary passion and dedication to his craft.” —Alexander Lim Co

“What makes Lameco Eskrima: The Legacy of Edgar Sulite so significant is that it is part biographical, part historical, part memorial, part instructional, and altogether an invaluable resource providing insight into the life and art of a great man.” —Mark V. Wiley
In *Mastering Eskrima Disarms* you will learn the disarming techniques of over 30 different styles of Eskrima, Kali, Arnis and Kabaroan, including 22 Supporting Structures and 9 Essential Principles of Effective Disarms, the 3 Ranges and 4 Modes of Engagement, 2 Positional Gates, 3 Joint Control Concepts, 5 Footwork Methods, and 5 Grip Release Concepts most essential to mastering Eskrima disarms. This masterful text contains 935 photographs illustrating 135 techniques from 33 styles of Filipino martial arts as demonstrated by dozens of its greatest legends.


**Dr. Mark Wiley** is an internationally renowned mind-body health practitioner, author, speaker and teacher. He holds doctorates in both Oriental and alternative medicine, a masters in health care management, has done research in eight countries and has developed a model of health and wellness grounded in a self-directed, self-cure approach.
In The Secret Art of Derobio Escrima, Grandmaster Dan Medina will take you on a journey into the lives and history of two of Leyte’s Legendary Men. One was considered to be one of the Philippines most dangerous rebels, a leader of the Pulahan Movement and later a patriot. General Faustino Ablen (aka Papa Ablen). The other was his disciple, Grandmaster Braulio Tomada Pedo, who is not only be remembered for his kindness, physical and spiritual healing, but also for his great ability in Filipino martial arts. In this book Dan Medina sheds light into the deadliness of this bone and joint crushing art.

The Secret Art of Derobio Escrima is the first look into this amazing battle tested art of Derobio Escrima. Not only does it take you through the basics of Derobio Escrima, it also gives you a glimpse into inner workings of countering. This book is written with the student in mind and will take you beyond the basics. It’s designed to walk you through the principles and theories behind striking, blocking, counter attacks and locks. Of great interest is the counter to counter movement of Derobio Escrima, which sets this art apart from other arts. It’s like the standup grappling of the Filipino martial arts with weapons. It teaches you how to move with the opponent’s force, taking and using their energy and flow against them. The stick locks which have made this system famous will make you want to jump out of your skin.

Dan Medina is the founder and Grand Master of Majapai Derobio and Rajah (6th Degree Red & White belt), Florida V.P. for Sphinx Karate & Arnis 63 Generals. From 2001 to present G.M. Medina has been inducted into the International Karate and Kickboxing Hall of Fame, Eastern USA International Blackbelt Hall of Fame, Action Martial Arts Magazine Hall of Honors and World Head of Family Sokeship Council hall of Fame. In 2014 Grandmaster Dan Medina has been nominated as a Legendary Figure in the Martial Arts by W.H.F.S.C as well as a Nomination to the Masters Hall of Fame.
Chinese Gentle Art Complete

Yu Chiok Sam, Alexander Co
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In **Chinese Gentle Art Complete**, Alexander Lim Co pours scholarship and more than 50 years' experience in Ngo Cho into the first-ever illustrated publication, and English-language translation, of this historical book on Fukien Five Ancestor Boxing. Long held as the “Bible of Ngo Cho Kun,” this treatise on Five Ancestor Fist Kung-Fu has been a treasured keepsake among lineage holders of the style. Originally published in China 1917 by Yu Chiok Sam, one of the “Ngo Cho Ten Tigers,” or leading disciples of the art’s founder Chua Giok Beng, the book saw only a limited print run. It has been out of print for over 90 years!

This special Tambuli Media edition presents all of the original Chinese text in 244 pages, along with a new Foreword, Prefaces, an Appendix and precise English translation illustrated with over 725 clear photographs demonstrating techniques and training methods. Contents include:

- Single Short-Hand and Long-Hand Techniques
- Double Short-Hand and Long-Hand Techniques
- Kneeling and Evading Techniques
- Nine-Section Brocades
- Nine-Rotary Methods
- 18 Scholars Methods
- Solo and Partner Fighting Drills
- 38 Solo Empty-Hand Forms
- Six Weapon Art Categories

**Alexander Co** is the Advising Grandmaster of The American Beng Hong Athletic Association. He has served as Chairman of the Philippine-Chinese Beng Kiam Athletic Association and the Tsing Hua Ngo Cho Kung-fu Center and as Vice-chairman of the Hsin-I Society of Internal Arts. In addition to dozens of articles featured in magazines Co has written three books and filmed a series of instructional videos on Ngo Cho Kun and North Prayig Mantis.
Do you want hard arms for blocking and striking? This upcoming book from Dr. Dale Dugas AP DOM will cover different methods of Iron Palm training from Chinese and Chinese/Okinawan martial arts systems. Some of the topics discussed: the myths versus the reality of Iron Skills training. The different ways you can set up your training area. Stands versus tables and how stability is important. Training Bags versus open medium training as well as a complete method of safely training Iron Palm from beginning to the intermediate level will be examined. Herbal Medications internal and external will be discussed in detail and a formula for Iron Palm Training Liniment (Dit Da Jow) will be included in Chinese as well as Pin Yin for you to bring to a Chinese herbalist to fill.

In this book, you will learn how to train the arms in order for them to become like diamond using ancient and modern methods of development. Solo training, partner training and the use of auxiliary training equipment will show you how to develop your arms to the max! Rest and recovery and how not to over train and avoid training setbacks will be discussed. Safe and sane training very much unlike the silliness you see in Kung Fu movies!

This book will teach you how to strengthen the entire arm from the shoulder down to the finger tips. Classical methods of claw training/finger strengthening will show you how you can create hands that do not tire easy. Hand Health, injuries, medicinal training aids will be presented with nothing held back.

Dr. Dugas has over 35 years of training in Chinese, Okinawan and Japanese martial arts, including Uechi-ryu Karate, Judo/Jujitsu, Jook Lum Tong Long Pai/Southern Mantis, Shuai Jiao, Xingyi quan, Baguazhang, Taijiquan and Internal/External Qigong systems. He began his martial arts journey as a young teenager and has traveled extensively to train privately and publicly in both Chinese martial arts and traditional Chinese medicinal systems. He is a highly trained proponent of traditional Dit Da Ke (Chinese trauma medicine) as well as Tieh Sha Zhang Gong (Iron Palm) and Tieh Be Shan Gong (Iron Vest). He teaches publicly and privately and treats patients in Tampa, Florida.
Wing Chun is one of the most popular martial arts in the world. It was made famous by Bruce Lee and his master, Yip Man. The most practiced form of Wing Chun is the Hong Kong version, which is streamlined and compact. However, older systems survive in China and one of them is the obscure art known as Fut Sao (Buddha Hand) Wing Chun. Fut Sao Wing Chun was brought to America in 1961 by Grandmaster Henry Leung, (Hong Lei, Chi Man), who learned the whole system under Great Master Gao Jhi Fut Sao. The system was passed down in America to Master Leung’s one disciple, Sifu James Cama. In this book Cama sets out, for the first time, the outline of the Fut Sao system of Wing Chun Kuen.

This book is special because, for the first time ever, the Fut Sao Siu Lin Tao and its two-man set are revealed. The Hei Gung set and meditation visualization practice are also detailed. The gem of the art is its internal practices which are rarely seen in Wing Chun. Chapters included: forms training, weapons, training enhancement devices, sensitivity training and internal training.

James Cama began his martial arts training in karate at the age of 7. He studied Fut Sao Buddha Hand Wing Chun under Grandmaster Henry Leung and became a closed door disciple eventually became the first student to finish the whole Fut Sao Wing Chun system and to become certified to teach the art. In fear of the art becoming extinct and with G.M. Leung’s blessing, Sifu Cama has decided to open the gate and teach the art publicly. His book, Fut Sao Buddha Hand Wing Chun, is one way he is spreading the art to the world.
Ngo Cho Kun, also known as Wu Zu Quan or Five Ancestor Fist kung-fu, is one of the most popular styles of Southern Fist in China. Currently, it is the official style of the Southern Shaolin Temple in Quanzhou, China. The founder of this dynamic art, Chua Giok Beng, had 10 disciples, each developing his own branch of the system. This book presents the core training of the Kong Hang Athletic Association branch of Dr. Lo Yan Chui, passed down and currently headed worldwide by Sigong Henry Lo, and in Canada by Sifu Daniel Kun.

*Kong Han Ngo Cho: Forms, Weapons and Fighting* begins with a historical presentation of the development of the various lines of Ngo Cho—each with a different focus on the representative systems of Tai Cho, Crane, Monkey, Monk, and Damo. The book then delves into the fundamental training that sets the basis for mastery of this style. Empty hand techniques, internal organ qigong exercises, solo forms, two man forms, training sets, fighting applications, weapon forms and applications, and full-contact lei-tai competition training are all presented in this comprehensive volume.

Several forms are taught in great detail in solo, two-man, training sets and applications. These include Sam Chien (Three Battles), Di Sip Kun (20 Puinches), Si Mun Pa Kat (Hitting the Four Corners). The weapons forms and applications detailed include the Da Dao (two-handed sword) and the 5-foot Pole.

**Henry Lo** was born in 1961 and started training in Ngo Cho Kun in 1971. In 1995, after the passing of his father Grandmaster Dr. Lo King Hui, Henry became the Headmaster of Dr. Lo Yan Chui Memorial Institute of Kong Han Martial Art Club, Philippines. That same year he also won second place in full contact sparring at the International San Shou Tournament at Zhengzhou, China. Sifu Henry has won many awards and recognitions and is very active in leading Kong Han in several international and national tournaments and conventions.

**Daniel Kun** was born in 1958 in Manila, Philippines and started training in 1975 at the Kong Han Martial Arts Club. He soon became an outstanding student with his athleticism and natural ability in learning and absorbing Ngo Cho Kun. From 1977 –79 Daniel successfully became the national open style martial arts full contact champion of the Philippines with a record of 9 wins, 0 losses. In 1995 Daniel Kun and his family migrated to Canada and in 2002 he started the Canada Kong Han Ngo Cho Kun Kung-Fu Assn. Daniel is active in international and local events and is an active member and supporter of Kong Han main club in the Philippines.
Wing Chun is a principle- and concept-based martial art. To master Wing Chun one must first gain mastery of the internal body structure, energy generation, and issuance of proper force in his own movements and, more importantly, in controlling an aggressive opponent. The Structure of Wing Chun teaches this very method in great detail.

In this impressive volume, modern Wing Chun master Alan Orr introduces the essence of the Chu Sau Li Wing Chun system and its role in the structural development of Wing Chun. It shows this best by comparing the physical body structure of other Wing Chun systems and looks at the historical development of the art in connection to its use of body structures. This important aspect alone will help the reader fully understand the way different arts effect human physical movement to produce and control power.

Insightful and deep, The Structure of Wing Chun follows the story of Alan Orr and his quest to learn martial arts as part of his path to personal growth and development. It explores highs and lows of learning and his search for understanding of both the internal and physical aspects of Wing Chun. It then delves deep into the structure, core, and training of this dynamic martial art. The Six Core Elements of Wing Chun have become essential learning to master the Wing Chun and in this book Alan shows the teachings of Robert Chu and Hendrik Santo which have helped him to master Wing Chun and produce successful full-contact competition fighters. The Structure of Wing Chun is a blueprint for a deeper understanding of the art.

Alan Orr is world renowned martial arts teacher, regarded as a modern Wing Chun master. He has been featured on the cover on Martial Arts Illustrated magazine twice, has written hundreds of articles, and is the editor of MMA Uncaged magazine. Alan has traveled the world to find and train with best martial art and healing teachers and today he himself teaches martial arts, fitness, and healing in multiple countries. In addition to martial arts, Alan is a qualified Acupuncturist, master practitioner of Tui Na, a practitioner of NLP and CST, and a holistic personal trainer.
In this ground-breaking book, author Nigel Sutton presents the wisdom, skill and experience of contemporary masters of Cheng Man Ching’s Taijiquan as practiced in Malaysia and Singapore. Included are full discussions on training, teaching, Taiji principles, weapons, push hands, sparring, challenge matches, mind-body-spirit development, and stories of the late Master Cheng. Two generations of revered masters discuss Cheng’s art in detail, including: Lau Kim Hong, Lee Bei Lei, Zhou Mu Tu, Ho Ah San, Tan Ching Ning, Dr. Fong Fung Tong, Wu Chiang Hsing and Koh Ah Tee.

These eight teachers describe their experience which made this art, in 30 short years, the premier fighting style of Taijiquan in Southeast Asia. The masters discuss their experience with Taiji fighting, challenges and applications. This is balanced with discussions of Nei Gong or internal strength training, which is seemingly “lost” amongst Cheng’s students in the West. Well known in the West for its role in the New Age movement, this is the first book to openly expose the reality of Cheng style Taijiquan as a fighting art in the words of leading masters from the lineage.

Nigel Sutton is a martial artist with more than 40 years of experience who has spent the last two decades living, training and teaching in Southeast Asia. The author of a number of books on the Asian martial traditions and a lineaged initiate in many of these systems, Nigel continues to research, through practice and participant observation, the martial traditions of the region. Working from his foundational knowledge and experience of the taijiquan of Cheng Man Ching Nigel has broadened the scope of his studies to include other Chinese martial arts, multiple styles of silat, traditional Filipino Eskrima (Eskrima De Campo JDC-IO) and Thailand’s Krabi Krabong.
Tambuli Journal

20th Anniversary Edition

20 Years ago saw the publication of Tambuli: Journal of the Filipino Warrior Art’s Association. Although the publication only had three issues, it was a milestone in the exposure of Filipino martial arts in the West. It also marked the original research material that Mark V. Wiley collected and later published in his groundbreaking book, Filipino Martial Culture.

This 57-page, 20th Anniversary Edition, includes all three original issues, with a number of the photographs re-scanned and placed for clarity, in addition to additional photographs of the diverse collections of masters who made up the journal’s Advisory and Mentor Boards. These include such luminaries as Leo Giron, Ramiro Estalilla, Gilbert Tenio, Toby Tobosa, Dionisio Canete, Herminio Binas and Onofre Escorpizo.

Tambuli Journal includes stories featuring Angel Cabales, Florendo Visitacion, Herminio Binas, Antonio Diego, Antonio Ilustrisimo, Carlito Landa and Sri Ganshyam Jaynagerker, and the arts of Cabales Serrada Escrima, Binas Dynamic Arnis, Vee Arnis-Jitsu, Kuntaw-Lima-Lima, Kalis Ilustrisimo, Hagibis, Pananandata Balisong, and more. So much information, so many styles and so much support packed into three mere issues. This collection is finally available after 20 years!

Check our website for more details: www.TambuliMedia.com

Beng Hong Ngo Cho

15th Anniversary Publication

Published October 10, 2013

This collector’s item is the 15 Year Souvenir Publication of the American Beng Hong Athletic Association of Orthodox Ngo Cho Kun – Five Ancestor Fist Kung-Fu. Ngo Cho Kun (Wu Zu Quan) is the southern Chinese Fukien martial art of Five Ancestor Fist Kung-Fu. While very popular in China and Southeast Asia, the art is quite rare in the West, especially in North America.

The American Beng Hong Athletic Association is the brother club of the Philippine-Chinese Beng Kiam Athletic Association, the oldest Kung-Fu club in the Philippines. Beng Hong holds an unbroken transmission line in the art from its founder, Sijo Chua Giok Beng, down five generations.

It is our vision that Beng Hong is able to make this dynamic art available to a wider audience of practitioners who seek traditional Chinese martial arts that contain a robust training curriculum with depth of knowledge. The Souvenir Publication offer one more keyhole through which to view this rare art and to review how it continues to be spread around the world.